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Abstract 

Shis report includes an analysis of the flux penetration and 

expulsion from a normal conducting cylinder and then an account of 

the observed results of a superconducting ellipsoid. The penetration 

and expulsion of magnetic flux during the normal to superconducting 

transition vas governed principally by the eddy current shielding. 

There was an initial rapid penetration and expulsion of flux as the 

external magnetic field became equal to the critical field. 
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I. Introduction 

This study was "begun to investigate the time development of 

the Meissner effect. 

The Meissner effect is possibly the outstanding characteristic 

of Type I superconductors. If a superconductor is cooled in a 

magnetic field, the field is expelled from the material as it passes 

through the transition temperature. If a superconductor is in a 

magnetic field greater then the critical field, the superconductit* 

vity is destroyed. If, however, the field is reduced below the 

critical field, it is expelled. Since an investigation of the 

expulsion of the field, when the temperature is lowered, is hampered 

by the problems associated with the rate of cooling, it was thought 

possible to investigate the Meissner effect when the magnetic field 

is reduced at a constant temperature. It appears, however, that 

the eddy currents induced in the normal regions of the material 

are dominant in determining the rate of the transition. 

These investigations were carried out by surrounding the 

ellisoidal samples of tin or indium with a closely wound test coil 

connected to an oscilloscope. The sample was then placed in the 

field of a solenoid and the whole inserted in a cryostat. The 

oscilloscope pattern was then observed as the current was on or 

off in the solenoid. 
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This report includes an analysis of the flux penetration and 

expulsion from a normal conducting cylinder under the conditions of 

the experiment and then an account of the observed results on a 

superconducting ellipsoid. These latter restilts can he accounted 

for qualitatively hut have not proved thus far amenable to quanti¬ 

tative analysis. 
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II. Theory. 

(1) The Eddy Current a in a Conducting Cylinder. 

Since the penetration of flux into a superconducting ellipsoid 

end its expulsion are apparently governed principally by the induced 
. •'•V; »- 

eddy currents, the expected eddy current "behavior in a normal conduc¬ 

tor is analysed as follows: 

The Maxwell1s equations are 

<7* B = - M 

V*# « J + 

aH 
* Bt 

-% 
Bp 
Bt 

—■>j 2R |*~ 

(1) 

(3) 

Fig. 1. 

When a longitudinal magnetic field is applied to a long cylinder, 

as show in Fig.l, fields are cylindrical symmetry everywhere, that 

is, H3 Hg and E = E0. Then the Maxwell’s equations, in cylindrical 

coordinates, reduce to 

£E 
a 

~M>o 
ZhL 
Bir (3) 
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7T = rE. 

dp 
= 0 
' (4) 

where o~ is the conductivity, and /£, , the magnetic permeability. 

Prom eq.(4), we have 

r L dH* 
te “ 0- <?r 

Substituting eq.(5) into eq.(3), then we get 

' dt2 r *r dt 

(5) 

(6) 

Assume the field 4s sinusoidal dependence on time in order to use a 

Pourier integral. Let 

{'wt 

then 

H* (r,ul'i) - f\ lr) e *' 

a? A 

(?) 

Let 

- f   — <! s. 0 
srx r a-r 

(-luiMoO-) 'Ar = °<r = f 

(8) 

(9) 

then eq.(8) becomes to 

-AA -h — -f- A - 0 

dfx f c|f 

Solving eq. (10), we get the solution that is finite at r = 0 

/4(r) = J0( P - J0(^r) 

(io) 

(ii) 
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where Ja idr) is the zeroth order Bessel function. Substituting eq.(ll) 

into eq.(7), we get 

C 
H(r.u.t)= At 

= jB Jol**')* 
i Uit 

(13) 

At the surface of the cylinder, r = B and H3(P.,w, t} = He( w)eiv/t, then 

.1 ,*»>*■ _ _. * Hat»)e =BLi*R)e 

hence 

K - Ho«*> 

thenfore 

(13) 

Turning on a current gives an external field equal to Hp( 1-e ), 

where p =R, /l>,, Hence consider the case of H=Hoe*’^ for 17 0 and 

express it as a Fourier integral, then 

, , . -/i£ / «Mlt 
H^)-H0t = / c/ to 

fid 

Applying the Fourier transformation, then 

(14) 

A/ /“ -/3* -<>* , 

-2 7T Ip-til") 

Substituting eq.(15) into eq.(13)f we get 

(15) 
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Hz(r, •lU,t)s: JLf -±  
37c l» /*■*<" J0t«R) 

dw 
U6) 

Then the total magnetic flux penetrating through the cylinder is 

<P = ** jRH2(rM,+)rdr 
Jo 

<*> *wt 

~ 

H
°L. 

cltu 
J (cir)rdr 

{fi 4 iu) Jai*R) t 

Since eq.(ll) gives f, then 

/■* ii»t , f 

^ 7/3Ti^JmTd1 J ^ 

(17) 

, O© 

= H (i+iui of Jo(e(fi) 

From eq.(S), we have 

i '/ 

C>( = ( - <■ U/yUa O')'1 

* ,2 

/toO- 

Cf =r - < COyUo0~ 

-4r- = -*<L do< 
G\ yU0O- 

Then the path of Integration changes as follows: 

Fig. 2. w-plane Fig. 3. o( -plane 

- O© CO 

(18) 
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hence eq.(18) becomes t ; 

<p= H.R S^L M 

= -*<H0R I  § — V 

Ju+i)c* Mt,<r/3 J0l^R) 

-jit -«Lt 
= -zitfiRl^TTi)I—§  Jj IRJUo'fllj {_ 

( zJMofp J0llijM,0rjjJ /? of,- " M*rp 

(X* 

= wxI ~ — T e~^ 

(19) 

where pf.-B's are the roots of Jo(c(E)~0. 

(2) Behavior of Voltage Induced in a Test Coil Viound around the 

Conductor. 

(A) i/hen the current to the solenoid is turned on at t= 0, the 

field at the surface of the conductor is 

HlR)= ^ Hje" e” 
l-*° for t > 0 

— 0 for t c 0 (20) 

Applying the result in eq.(19), then the flux inside the sample is 
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7T/?Xfe T* (Rl 

-Zf   _ . f 
e  7, tRJ/i,ri} if. e ) 

P
X
 L j >■ „ J Rj/^a^t J0 IRJutr{,) ft
x di^ —ytCfO-t 

- TT/?% 
*•-* x J,lRUUrfi) 

RjT^TjT Jaiftjft(><>'p) 

- jrohj /._ ae _ j* rA_}_ I ) 
1 R(jr^P JolfUR'L [qf 

Then the induced voltage in the test coil is 

S= w|f 

-«„(T 
 u_ r- g ? 

/?* 4- *'--'u'TS 

M0T' 

(21) 

_ ,0^,0 2«S!S> + _<L r J$L/ _L . _J L‘5r< 
y/wp jjfifwf) ft* i w ‘ tf-wpl J 

4* 

k (22) 
where K is the total number of turns of the test coil. 

Besides the flux change inside the sample, we should count the 

flux change in the space between the sample and the test coil. Assume 

the area of this space be czR2, field outside the sample is always 

uniform,0 then the flux and the total induced voltage in this space 

ares 

Va= C7Tft'fi/rtpe'P* 

(23) 

(24) 
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She total Induced voltage in the test coil is equal to the sum 

of the induced voltage inside the sample and that in the space "between 

the sample and the test coil. 

v= v, + \4 

= TCR‘uH.f[+c7 pe 
( L Rthte<rp ]0(Rlu0<r^ ) J ' 

-fit 

, J£_ r- (J. l i. ) p At6°‘ ^ \ 
f ft1 L A,<r l< 4*-ASP* J 

(25) 

(B) Wien the magnet is short circuited, the current falls to 

zero at a rate governed "by the resistance of the circuit and the 

inductance of the magnet. Then 

, OO 
JtO— £*,n’ ft i-t 

t-*o n° e 
for t<0 (26) 

for t>0 (27) 

The Courier transformation gives 

hf l«))= f* n° **U-+*l- 

_ Kfj^f e^T 
J £,-* 6 (, fe - t eo a 

-('wf . / -pt -ivf . 7 e £ dt +J e e dt J 

• CO ■> 

_ j£( ^ -/ 
| £ 4*Wtjb 

(28) 
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Substituting eq.(28) into ea.(13), we get 

Ho U. 
2% <o-rt> ( < w>+f3 U0-£/ J0 (.<*/?) oo 

u) 

(29) 

As long as the external field is everywhere greater then Hc, 

the total flux passing through the sample is 

= 27c / Hzir,u).t)relr 

= Hm 

<wf j (R 
e ^ I Tio(r)rclr 

•'d 

00 

Ajrt** 
€.-*0 

//? e </«> (>< j 
■ J0l*

r)rdr , 

Jo 

= h-t ’ll 112. 

Applying eqs.(17) (18) and (19), we have 

(SO) 

f cxo 
IR e 

(«*•«+1J 
;o(otr;re/r 

-*l?X 
2 e~‘ J,lR4ut<rp) ^ JL \ " e 

HIT&Fp J6l*JMor,i) R1 1- d--M0rp 
i* 

-JL 
-**cr 

(31) 



Similarly 

d) = He, (  e> 

Tli 

R 
J6 Mt)ralr 

»£:W ■ 
/-oo 

4U»f 
€ Jt to(H) du> 

tV-£ Jo L*R) * 

= ^ (-^H0R) 
tu>t 

fi 
£.-90 

</ + «>> It**) 

- ^ b*iH0R)hn,')l'--jj- 

6t; 
M.f<r 

4/ - J 

Combining eqe.(Sl) and (S3) together, we get 

4= ft - 4k 

- p-i?*u f -^g ^ 
#|R/#*<rys J0{RiM*rp ) 

Shen the induced voltage inside the sample is 
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= -izftNHc 
0 - fifr 

2pa ' 

RjjAitrp 

J, IRJ*, o-y) 
J0 lRlMv<rp ) 

.Again we consider the effect in the space between the sample 

and the test coil. 

Vi = A/- - citlfh/pH* e P 

Then the total Induced voltage in the test coil is 

(35) 

(36) 

V3 v, + K 

a 

fUM^p 

J,(R!WQ) fC 

JOWMJf) J 

t 

(37) 
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III. Description of the Experimental Equipment. 

(A) Cryogenic Apparatus. 

The low temperature apparatus (fig.4) was constructed chiefly 

for the purpose of making measurements at temperatures below the 

liquid helium teraperature(4.3° K). The sample was mounted on a 

plastic holder which was connected to a thick brass plate by long 

German silver tube, of such length that when the holder was lowered 

into the helium dewar, it rested near the bottom, and the dewar was 

then bolted securely to the plate. The test coil was wound closely 

arround the central part of the sample. Outside the tail of the 

helium dewar, there was a 40 cm long solenoid, which was used to 

produce the external magnetic field. Two solenoids were used in 

this experiment. The first one had 2508 turns and was made by 

winding #23 wire arround a brass hollow core. The magnitude of 

the field was 70.9 gauss per ampere. The second one had 4480 turns 

which were wound on a plastic hollow core. The magnitude of the 

field was 139.7 gauss per ampere. The helium dewar was fitted into 

a nitrogen dewar, and temperatures of about 80® K were attained by 

admitting liquid nitrogen into the nitrogen dewar. A temperature 

of 4.2° K was reached by transferring liquid helium into the helium 

dewar. Temperatures below 4.2° K were attained by pumping the 

helium dewar to some certain pressures below the atmosphere. Pressures 

were controlled by a manootat, were read from the manometer, and 



Pig. 4 
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then were converted into temperatures by the aid of the table. 

(B) Electrical Apparatus 

A diagram of the electrical equipment was shown in Big. 5. A 

Lambda Voltage-regulated power supply was used to produce voltage 

up to 36 volts. A standard resistance and a rheostat were connected 

in series in the primary circuit. A potentiometer was across the 

standard resistance (O.l)ohm) to be used to measure the current 

passing through the circuit* which was controlled by a mercury 

relay switch. As the first solenoid of self-inductance 0.0229 henry 

was used, the primary circuit had total resistances equal to 6.91 

ohms and 2.38 ohms respectively when the switch was opened and closed. 

She second solenoid had a 0.115 henry self-inductance. The total 

resistances in the primary circuit when the switch was opened and 

closed were 8.93 ohms and 5.40 ohms respectively. The rate of 

change of the magnetic flux in the test coil was observed by 

measuring the induced voltage in the test coil as a function of 

time with s Tektronic Type 545A oscilloscope. An external trigger 

liras used to produce a pulse in the horizontal direction when the 

external field liras switched on and off. 

(C) Preparation of Samples. 

A copper ellipsoid with 2 inch major axis and 0.1 inch minor 



r-Standard Resistance 

R-Rheostat 

P-Power Supply 

S-Mercury Relay Switch 

Pig. 5 
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axis was made "by the Physics Shop, Bice University. This ellipsoid 

was then used to cast the mold. The mold v/as made of the General 

Electric Compound, Silicone Rubber RTV-60, which was pourable before 

adding the curing agent. This mold was hard enough to be used to 

cast tin and indium samples, and could be heated to a temperature 

of 450° P (which is just above the melting point of tin, and indium 

has lower melting point) without changing its hardness. Tin sticks, 

to be used to cast the tin sample, were obtained from the Baker 

Chemical Co., Phillipsburg, N. J. Its purity was 99.98p>. The 

indium sample was made of the 99.99^ pure indium metal shot which 

was purchased from the Indium Corp. of America, Utica, ft. T. Casts 

were made in a vacuum furnace. 

■% 
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IV. Description and Interpretation of the Observations. 

Observations were made at constant temperatures. An oil pump 

lowered the helium dewar to the desired pressures and constant 

temperatures were then maintained by a manostat. Measurements 

were made by switching the current in the magnet on and off. 

Photographs were taken from the oscilloscope with a Polaroid 

Gamera and were then analysed by means of a micrometer. 

In this work, errors arose from several sources. These will be 

listed and discussed in some detail. 

a. Electronic errors. 

The uncertainty in locating the initial time is probably less 

than O.l millisecond. The voltage reading might off as much as 5$. 

b. Distortion of camera. 

Errors arise when we use the Polaroid Camera to take photographs 

from the oscilloscope. 

c. Micrometer errors. 

Errors might be introduced by measuring the trace of the 

photographs. These errors might be less than 0.1 millivolt. 
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V. Discussion. 

(A) Calibration of the Equipment. 

a. Exponential time dependence when Ho < IIQ. 

Vihen the magnitude of the external field was small than bhe 

critical field, the sample remained in the superconducting state 

during the whole time. Then the only effective flux was that passing 

through the air space between the sample and the test coil. This 

behavior was shorn in Fig. 6* (a) (b) and (c) were cases when the 

external field was switched on, while (d) and (e), cases when the 

external field-, was switched off. Fig. 8-1 was the plot of Fig. 6(b) 

in semi-logarithm paper. Except at the beginning, it was linear 

with slope of 299.6 sec , which was o.7 off.the calculated value 

ps =301.6 sec**^. Fig. 6-2 was the semi-logarithm plot of Fig.6 

(d), which was a very good straight line with a slope exactly equal 

„1 
to the calculated value 103.9 sec . Considering the deviations and 

noises at the beginning of the switching field on cases, we had suppos 

-ed that those might come from the mechanical switch before a mercury 

relay switch was used. The mercury relay switch did cut the noises, 

but the the initial part of the experimental results still did not 

fit the theoretical equations well. Then we assumed that the silver¬ 

coating on tho helium dewar might shield the external field. But 

the removal of the silver-coating did not help much. Another factor 

was then considered. The brass core of the nitrogen solenoid might 
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shield the external field, so a new solenoid with a plastic core was 

made to .replace the former one. However this change did not show 

much improvement. 

h. Observations at 4.2® K in normal state. 

There were no available values of the conductivities of tin and 

indium at and below the liquid helium temperature, which could be used 

to compare the experimental results with the theoretical equations. 

At the same time, we did not know how big the air space between the t 

test coil and the sample was, since the test coil was wound closely 

on the sample. Me determined these two constants by fitting equs.(25) 

and (37) with the experimental results at liquid helium temperature, 

which gave the conductivities of tin and indium to be 9 x 10 ohm- 

meters and ohm-meters respectively. 

(B) Observations on Meissner Bffect. 

In tho superconducting region, there is no magnetic flux penetra¬ 

ting the sample, that is = 0 and V, - 0 in eq.(25) and eq.(37). 

So only the flux passing through the air space (<£) dominates. 

Hence 

Vs V* = CTI/?V/3/4 e-y^ (38) 

when the field is switched on, and 

(39) 

when the field is switched off. 
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a. When we switch on the external field at superconducting 

temperature, the flux will increase exponentially until H= H0. and 

the induced voltage in the test coil is shown in eq.(38). At the 

transition point, the external field starts to destroy the super¬ 

conductor and penetrates into the sample. This sudden increase in 

flux gives an obvious hump in the voltage v.s. time curve. Then the 

normal state moves slowly inward-as the external field increases. 

The relation between the magnetic flux passing through the test coil 

and time corresponding to that between the induced voltage in the test 

coil and time are shown as follows. 
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h. VJhen the external magnetic field is switched off, it decays 

following eqs.(33) and (35) to the transition point. Then the flux 

starts to expel out of the sample due to the Meissner Effect. This 

sudden decrease in the magnetic field gives a hump in the voltage- 

time curve as following. 
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Two phenomena were observed in this experiment. First, the 

penetration and expulsion of the magnetic flux during the normal to 

superconducting transition was governed principally "by eddy current 

shielding. Second, there was an initial rapid penetration and 

expulsion of flux as the external field "became equal to the critical 

field. 

fig.? shoves "behavior of tin at 4.2° K in normal state, (a) (h) 

and (c) ware cases when the external field was switched on, while (d) 

and (e) were cases when the field was switched off. Fig.7-1 and 

fig.7-2 gave the comparison "between the experimental results, Fig.7, 

and the theoretical equations for switching the external field on and 

off respectively. 

Fig.8. Behavior of tin at 3.2° K. 

(a) (h) shoved cases when H was switched on. 

(c) (d) (e) showed cases when H was switched off. 

fig.9. Behavior of indium at 4.2° JC in normal state. 

(a) (h) (c) showed cases when H was switched on. 

(d) (e) showed cases when H was switched off. 

fig.10. Behavior of indium at 2.9e K. 

(a) ("b) showed cases when H was switched on. 

(o) (d) (e) showed cases \<dien H was switched off. 
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Fig. 6 T- 3.4° K 

a. 20 mv/cm 

0.5 ms/cm 

i). 10 mv/cm 

1 ms/cm 

c. 5 mv/cm 

2 ms/cm 

d.. 5 mv/cm 

1 ms/cm 

e. 5 mv/cm 

2 ms/cm 

Ho - 40.2 gauss 

Hc= 46.8 gauss 
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H»= 116.9 gauss 

a. 200 mv/cm 

0.5 ms/cm 

b. 100 mv/ cm 

1 ns/cm 

c. 20 nnr/ cm 

2 ms/cm 

d. 20 mv/cm 

1 ms/cm 

s. 20 or/cm 

2 ms/cm 
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a. 10 mv/cm 

0.5 ms/cm 

5. 50 mv/cm 

lms/cm 

c. 20 mv/cm 

0.5 ms/cm 

20 mv/cm 

1 ms/cm 

e. 20 mv/cm 

2 ms/cm 

T- 3.23 K 

98.4 gauss 



Fig. 9 Indium 

a. 200 mv/cm 

0.5 ms/cm 

'b, 100 mv/cm 

1 ms/cm 

c. 20 mv/cm 

2 ms/cm 

d. 10 mv/cm 

1 ms/cm 

e. 10 mv/cm 

2 ms/cm 

T» 4.2® K 

H*= 97.9 gauss 



a. 100 sc/cm 

0.5 Es/cm 

b. 20 mv/cm 

1 ms/cm 

c. 10 EV/CE 

0.5 a®/cm 

d. 10 av/cm 

1 ms/cm 

e. 10 mv/cm 

2 ms/cE 

T= 2.9* K 

E8= 56 «& gauss 


